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Featured Application: The presented method can be used to estimate the energy consumption of
hydraulic drills and chain saw machines in the extraction of natural stone.

Abstract: A method based on extensive laboratory and field measurements was developed to de-
termine the dependence of specific rock cutting energy (SEc) on specific drilling energy (SEd) for
machines with different operating and design characteristics and similar breaking mechanics. Labo-
ratory measurements were performed on a linear rock cutting device and a laboratory drill, using a
measurement system to measure electrical power and cutting forces using force/torque transducers.
Field power consumption measurements were performed on a chainsaw cutting machine and a
hydraulic rotary drill under real working conditions in the dimension stone quarries. The analysis
of the measured results confirmed the strong dependence of the specific rock cutting energy on the
specific drilling energy and confirmed that laboratory devices can be used to simulate actual rock
cutting and drilling process. In addition, the results are applicable in the dimension stone exploration
and exploitation phase in order to assess and reduce energy consumption by optimizing the operating
parameters of the chain cutter and/or the hydraulic rotary drill.

Keywords: mechanical rock fragmentation; rock cutting; rock drilling; specific energy

1. Introduction

Rock cutting and drilling are common technological procedures of mechanical rock
fragmentation during mining operations, using machines of different operational and
constructional characteristics. The efficiency of mechanical rock fragmentation can be opti-
mized by monitoring specific energy. Specific energy is the energy required to mechanically
breakage a unit volume of rock [1]. Although the specific energy can vary significantly, it
is a useful basis for comparison when other cutting parameters are constant [2]. Further-
more, the specific energy is one of the key quantities for evaluating the operational and
constructional parameters of the machines.

Machines for cutting and drilling rock have different operating and design characteris-
tics, but breaking mechanics are similar. The specific cutting and specific drilling energy
depends on similar parameters, such as rock mass parameters, machine efficiency and
operational parameters, bit geometry, and wear. Therefore, it is logical to assume that there
is a significant dependence between the specific cutting and the specific drilling energy.

Rowsell [3] used specific drilling energy, in combination with other drill operational
parameters, to determine the type of rock through which it is drilled. Ersoy [4] used specific
drilling energy to optimize drill operating parameters and determine the relationship between
specific drilling energy and bit conditions, i.e., certain rock properties. During extensive
research work, Akün and Karpuz [5] observed an exponential decrease in drilling speed in
the case of an increase in specific drilling energy. The interdependence of specific drilling
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energy and uniaxial compressive strength, abrasiveness and rock brittleness were determined.
Balci et al. [6] used specific cutting energy to determine the characteristics and efficiency
of a roadheader. In addition, they found a strong relationship between optimal specific
energy and uniaxial compressive and tensile strength of rocks. LaBelle [7] states in her
doctoral dissertation that specific drilling energy can be used in combination with other
drilling operational parameters for machine learning of classifier to determine the type of rock
through which drilling is performed. Exadaktylos et al. found a good correlation between
SE of a tunnel boring machine TBM and the rock mass rating RMR and the tunnelling
quality index Q. This study presents a new spatial estimation model for continuous rock mass
characterization based on the specific energy of a TBM [8]. Lakshminarayana et al. found a
strong linear relationship between specific drilling energy and uniaxial compressive strength
of rock UCS with a coefficient of determination of 92.1% [9]. All the above studies show that
rock properties have a significant influence, with uniaxial compressive strength having the
greatest influence on specific cutting and drilling energy.

The geometry of cutting and drilling tools, such as cutting tool angle (rake angle,
clearance angle, side angle), tool spacing, tool shape, and depth of cut, can have significant
effects on the specific energy [10–13]. Atici and Ersoy [14] concluded that the specific
cutting energy can be used to determine the degree of wear of the diamond circular saw
cutting elements. In addition, they noticed that the cutting speed is higher when the specific
energy is lower and that increasing the depth of cut reduces the specific energy up to the
limit cut depth, and further increasing the depth of cut slightly decreases or even increases
the specific energy.

Rate of penetration ROP and advance rate AR can be used to quantify the efficiency of
a machine. It is suitable for estimating the mechanical parameters of the rock, while torque
and rotation speed are not reliable for this estimation [15]. Arbabsiar et al. [16] developed a
model for predicting the advance rate of a tunnel boring machine in hard rock conditions.
Finfinger et al. [17] observed during the study that the number of revolutions of the drill
bit and the vertical drilling speed had an increased influence on the change of the specific
drilling energy. Mikaeil et al. [18] analysed the influence of operating parameters on the
chain-saw machines production rate. Balci et al. [19] conducted a study of the cuttability
and drillability of rocks for seabed excavation at great depths and increased pressure. The
results of the study proved to be very promising for further analysis and the ultimate goal
of developing a reliable model for estimating in situ the specific energy of rock cutting at
high pressure from drilling data.

Measurement While Drilling (MWD) is state-of the-art technology for estimating rock
mass properties [20,21]. Bout et al. found a strong correlation between the specific energy
obtained by MWD and UCS, which is one of the most important parameters for rock
mechanic characterization [20]. Previous studies have shown that specific drilling energy
SEd can be estimated by measuring the electrical power of the drilling motor or calculated
based on drilling variables and their physical units. In addition, a strong correlation
between electrical and mechanical SEd has been found [22].

Despite numerous studies and various applications of the specific energy of rock cutting
and drilling, there is still a need for detailed research into the interdependence of these two
energies. Accordingly, the topic of this paper is the presentation of the method and the
obtained results, based on which was the confirmed hypothesis of the existence of a significant
linear dependence of specific rock cutting energy on specific drilling energy for machines or
devices having the same or similar rock destruction mechanics and different working and
construction parameters. In order to confirm the hypothesis, extensive laboratory and field
measurements of the specific energy of rock cutting and drilling were performed.

2. Mechanics of Rock Cutting and Boring

In quarrying dimension stone, a combination of a chain saw and a diamond wire saw
is often used. In order to place the diamond wire in the cut, it is necessary to drill vertical
and/or horizontal boreholes using a hydraulic rotary drill. In addition, a hydraulic rotary
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drill is used to drill cores when exploring dimension stone deposits. Chain saw machine
(Figure 1a) and hydraulic rotary drill (Figure 1b) are machines that have different operational
and constructional characteristics but have similar rock destruction mechanics. The chain saw
cutting tool and natural diamond core bit are shown in Figure 1c and Figure 1d, respectively.
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Figure 1. (a) Chain saw; (b) Hydraulic rotary drill; (c) Cutting tool; (d) Natural diamond core bit.

Mellor [23–27] analysed in detail the kinematics and dynamics of the cutting elements,
i.e., the working element of the chain saw and the hydraulic rotary drill. In order to
determine rock cutting and boring mechanics of the aforementioned machines, the most
important kinematic and dynamic quantities were analysed. The results of the analysis,
shown in Table 1, indicate the similarity of the selected physical quantities, so it can be
concluded that the mechanics of rock cutting and boring are similar.

Table 1. The most important kinematic and dynamic quantities of chain saw and rotary drill.

Kinematic Quantities Unit Chain Saw Rotary Drill

The path resultant of the cutting element s M vt·t·
√
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(

U
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√
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The speed resultant of the cutting element v m/s vt·
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Dynamic Quantities Chain Saw Rotary Drill

Horizontal component of the cutting or
drilling force of one cutting element Fc

N kc·
(

hw
rw

)a′
kc·
(

hw
rw

)a′

Vertical component of the cutting or
drilling force of one cutting element Fn

N kn·
(

hw
rw

)b′
kn·
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hw
rw

)b′

The cutting or drilling force resultant of
one cutting element R’ N

√
F2

c + F2
n

√
F2

c + F2
n

Torque of one cutting element M’ Nm not applicable Fc·r
Horizontal component of cutting or

drilling force FC
N ∑ Fc ∑ Fc

Vertical component of the cutting or
drilling force FN

N ∑ Fn ∑ Fn

Resultant of total cutting or drilling force R N
√

F2
C + F2

N

√
F2

C + F2
N

Torque M Nm not applicable ∑ Fc·r
vt = chain saw cutting chain speed (m/s), U = cart speed rate (m/s), t = time (s), r = radius or distance of the
exposed diamond grain from the axis of rotation (m), Θ = angle of rotation of the diamond grain in the xy plane
(◦), ω = angular velocity (s−1), hw = effective cutting depth (m), rw = radius of curvature of the tip of the cutting
element (m), kc, kn, a’, b’ = experimental constants.

For easier comparison with the kinematic values of the chain saw, in Table 1 the vertical
drilling speed vd is denoted by the symbol for the cart speed rate of the chain saw U, while
the peripheral speed vtan is denoted by the symbol for the chain saw cutting chain speed
vt. In addition, it is assumed that the angle between the arm of chain saw and the cutting
direction ϕ is 90◦ and belt speed of chain saw is equal to chain saw cutting chain speed.
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3. Materials and Methods
3.1. Laboratory Measurements

Laboratory measurements were performed on a linear rock cutting device (Figure 2a)
and a laboratory drill with a diamond drill bit (Figure 2b). A detailed description of the
laboratory cutting rig can be found in previous works [11,28]. The laboratory drill is
equipped with a diamond drill bit, used in dimension stone exploration and core drilling.
The cutting depth of a diamond grain (cutting element) depends on its exposure in relation
to the metal matrix, whereby it is not possible to adjust the cutting depth. Chiaia et al. [29]
found that its value is approx. 100 µm. In order to determine the average depth of cut and
the number of diamond grains in contact with the rock sample being tested, measurements
were made on the drill bit using a digital microscope. The average exposure height of
diamond grains was measured at 75.5 µm. A drill bit with an external diameter of 50 mm
and an inner diameter of 38 mm was used.
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Figure 2. (a) Electrical power measuring system; (b) Measuring system with a force transducer and
a measuring system with a force and torque transducer; (c) Chainsaw tool holder and cutting tool;
(d) Synthetic diamonds in drilling bit segment.

Rock samples were limestones collected from three different dimension stone quarries
(Table 2). Prior to the start of the test, the bulk density of each sample was determined.
During the measurement, two different measuring systems were used, depending on the
applicability of the sensor:

1. a measuring system for measuring electrical power used up by cutting or drilling
applied in laboratory and field tests (Figure 2a);

2. a measuring system with a force transducer was used on the device for linear rock
cutting, and a measuring system with a force and torque transducer was used on the
laboratory drill (Figure 2b).
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Table 2. Characteristics of rock samples.

Sampling Location
(Exploitation Field) Kanfanar Redi Žaganj

Dolac

Rock Type/the
Name of the Rock

Sample

Oncolytic Limestone
Recrystallized

Organic
Limestone

Rudist
Limestone

Roof
Layer A

Roof
Layer B

Roof
Layer E/F

Roof
Layer G

Roof Layer
H Roof Layer I Redi Rasotica

Rock sample
designation 21, 22, 23 24, 25, 26 04, 05, 09 06, 07, 10 03, 08, 11, 13,

14, 15 01, 02, 12 00, 19, 20 16, 17, 18

Bulk density (kg/m3) 2683 2688 2505 2308 2507 2626 2551 2655

The sensor part of the measuring system for measuring power is the measuring trans-
ducer Iskra MT540, which is connected between the power supply and the electric motor
of the device in order to measure the electric active power consumed by the electric motor
of the device in time (Figure 2b). The transducer converts the power into an output voltage
proportional to the power. Using the proportionality constant of the measuring transducer,
the electrical voltage is converted into electrical power. The transducer is connected via
a data acquisition device to a computer on which the measured data are stored. During
laboratory measurements, a virtual instrument was used, that is, an instrument that realizes
part of its functionality through software [30]. On the front panel of the virtual instrument,
it was possible to monitor the change in electrical voltage, current, power and energy in
real time [31].

To calculate the cutting energy, a linear rock cutting device equipped with three
component force transducer was used (Figure 2a). A three-axis force transducer using
octagonal rings was used, on which strain gauges were mounted in such a way as to form
three Wheatstone bridges. The sensor is attached to the support element of the cutting
element of the device for linear rock cutting. Powering Wheatstone bridges and transferring
and storing measured data to a computer is enabled using a data acquisition device [28].

Measuring system with force and torque transducer consists of sensors for measuring
the vertical component of drilling force (thrust) and torque (torsion) of a rotary drill, LVDT
for measuring the vertical displacement of the drill bit, sensors for measuring the rotation
speed of the drill bit, device for data acquisition and computer (Figure 2b). The elastic
sensor element for measuring thrust and torsion is a steel tube on which strain gauges are
mounted and electrically connected in such a way as to form two Wheatstone bridges [32].
The elastic element is fastened between two metal plates. In addition to the aforementioned
parts, the sensor also consists of a base plate which is used to fix the sensor to the base,
a mechanism for fixing the rock sample and a protective case of the elastic element. The
drill bit rotation speed sensor is a miniature polarized retro-reflecting laser sensor. All the
senses are powered by a data acquisition device which transmits data to a computer.

The three-axial force transducer and thrust and torsion sensor are calibrated before
measurement. Based on the data obtained by calibration, and in order to reduce the adverse
effect of transverse sensitivity on the measured data, compensation matrices for the three-
axis force transducer and the thrust and torsion sensor were calculated. Compensation
matrices can reduce the transverse sensitivity below 0.5% of the full measuring range of
the sensor [33].

The rock sample was placed and fixed on the vice of the linear rock cutting device,
and the cutting depth of the cutting element was set to 100 µm. Using a measuring system
with a force transducer, the cutting force components were measured at ten cuts placed at a
sufficient distance from each other for the cutting to take place in unrelieved conditions.
A total of 40 cuts were made in unrelieved conditions, so that the mass of rock fragments
created by cutting was as large as possible, and thus a more reliable weighing result. It
is worth pointing out that in the initial phase of the laboratory measurement, a power
measurement system connected to the electric motor of the linear cutting device was
used. However, the obtained results are practically useless because it is very difficult to
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distinguish the idle energy from cutting energy. A possible reason for this could be the
increase in energy when cutting at small depths (100 µm) is negligible in relation to the
idle energy, and the measuring power system is insensitive to small changes in energy.
Furthermore, the flywheel (mass of the rocker mechanism) of the device for linear rock
cutting ensures equal energy consumption from the electrical network.

After cutting and weighing, the same rock sample was placed on the thrust and torsion
measuring sensor. Prior to putting the laboratory drill into operation, a constant water
flow to the drill bit was enabled. This was followed by measuring the idle power, which
lasted for approx. 50 s, followed by drilling the sample to a depth of approx. 50 mm. When
the target depth was reached, the remaining rock fragments were removed from the rock
sample with a jet of water. The sample was then dried, and after drying to constant weight,
the sample was weighed.

3.2. Field Measurements

Field measurements were performed on the dimension stone quarry “Redi” in Croatia.
Using a system for measuring the cutting and drilling power, the measurement was
performed on a chain saw (Figure 1a) and a hydraulic rotary drill (Figure 1b) in real
operating conditions. The characteristics of a chain saw and a hydraulic rotary drill are
shown in Table 3 [32].

Table 3. The characteristics of a chain saw and a hydraulic rotary drill.

Chain Saw

Type Pellegrini Ch-60
Voltage 380 (V)

Frequency 50 (Hz)
Total power 37 (kW)

Dimensions (Length ×Width × Height) 1.8 × 2.0 × 1.4 (m)
Blade length 4.25 (m)

Weight (without rails) 6500 (kg)
Speed of cutting chain 0–1.4 (m/s)

Length of cutting segments 1.028 (m)
Width of cutting segments 0.4 (m)

Cutting tool material Tungsten carbide
Tool dimensions (Length ×Width × Height) 12.7 × 12.7 × 6.5 (mm)

Hydraulic Rotary Drill

Type Lochtmans LGR FAST65
Power of rotation 3420 (W)
Hydraulic power 1500 (W)
Maximum current 9.5 (A)

Voltage 230 (V)
Frequency 50 (Hz)

Number of
rotations—idle (load)

1st gear 350 (230) (min−1)
2nd gear 800 (520) (min−1)
3rd gear 1475 (965) (min−1)

Average rate of penetration 0.50 (m/min)
Working pressure of hydraulic aggregate 110/120 (bar)

Volume of hydraulic oil tank 20 (L)
Drilling rig height 1000 (mm)

Weight 210 (kg)
Dimensions (Length ×Width × Height) 700 × 550 × 2000 (mm)

Type of drilling bit Natural diamond core bit
Outer (inner) diameter of drilling bit 50 (44) (mm)

During drilling, a sensor was added to measure the pressure of the hydraulic oil
because the thrust of the drilling equipment is achieved hydraulically. The measurement
on the chain saw began with the start-up of the electric drive motor and the adjustment of
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the cutting chain and cart speed. After the electric motor reached a steady state, the idling
power was measured for 50 s. The measurement was continued during cutting for about
250 s, and the measured data were stored on a computer. The test procedure was repeated
at different cutting chain speeds and cart speed rates.

Before the start of the measurement on the drill, the water supply to the drill bit was
enabled and the electric motor for rotation, i.e., the hydraulic unit of the drill, was put into
operation. After connecting the power measuring transducer to the rotation drive and the
pressure measuring sensor to the drill hydraulic supply line, the idling power measurement
was started. The measurement was continued when drilling a borehole with a depth of
about 50 cm. For the purposes of calculating the thrust force, the diameter of the piston of
the hydraulic cylinder was measured.

4. Results

The specific cutting energy can be expressed by Equation (1), and the specific drilling
energy by Equation (2):

SEC =
ECav

VC
(1)

SED =
EDav

VD
(2)

where SEC is the specific cutting energy (J/m3); SED is the specific drilling energy (J/m3);
ECav is the average energy expended on rock cutting (J); EDav is the average energy ex-
pended on rock drilling (J); VC is the volume of rock fragments formed by cutting (m3); and
VD is the volume of rock fragments formed by drilling (m3).

4.1. Calculation of Specific Cutting Energy and Specific Drilling Energy from Results of
Laboratory Measurements

The cutting element of the device for linear rock cutting moves horizontally in relation
to the surface of the rock sample. Therefore, the horizontal component of the cutting force
performs mechanical work along the distance made, which is equal to the average length
of the sample.

The formation of rock fragments is of a discontinuous nature [34], which can be seen
in the variation of the horizontal cutting force in time (Figure 3). In the figure, the green
line represents the beginning of cutting, and the red line represents the end of cutting.
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The average horizontal component of the cutting force of one cutting element is
calculated according to the equation:

Fcav =
∑N

i=1 Fci

N
(3)

where Fcav is the average horizontal component of the cutting force of one cutting element
(N); Fci is the horizontal component of the cutting force of one cutting element and N
number of samples.

Since one cutting element was used to cut the rock samples in the laboratory tests, the
average energy used on rock cutting is equal to the average energy used on cutting the rock
of one cutting element. The expression for calculating the average energy used on cutting
rocks of one cutting element is:

ECav = Ecav = Fcav·Lcav (4)

where Ecav is the average energy used on rock cutting of one cutting element (J); Lcav is the
average cut length (m).

The volume of rock fragments formed by cutting one cut is calculated using the equation:

VC =
mc

ρ
=

mc1−mc2
nc

mdr
Vrs

=
Vrs·(mc1 −mc2)

mdr·nc
(5)

where mc is the mass of rock fragments of one cut (kg); ρ is the bulk density (kg/m3); mc1
is the sample mass before cutting (kg); mc2 is the sample mass after cutting (kg); nc is the
number of cuts; mdr is the dry mass of the sample (kg); and Vrs is the volume of the rock
sample (m3).

The movement of the cutting element of the drill bit, i.e., the diamond grain is a
complex movement consisting of vertical movement and rotation around the vertical axis,
so the total mechanical work is equal to the sum of mechanical works created by the vertical
component of drilling force upon vertical movement of the drilling bit and the horizontal
component of drilling force by a circular arc (Equation (6)). The diamond grain rotates at
some distance from the axis of rotation and forms the arm of the force to the horizontal
component of the drilling force, whereby a torque (torsion) is created:

EDav = EDNav + EDRav (6)

where EDNav is the average energy used on rock drilling generated by the action of the
vertical component of the drilling force (J); EDRav is the average energy used on rock drilling
generated by the action of torque (J).

Due to the oscillation of the vertical component of the drilling force, the mean value
was calculated using the equation:

FNav =
∑N

i=1 FNi

N
(7)

where FNav is the average vertical component of the drilling force (N); FNi is the vertical
component of the drilling force at the i-th moment (N) and N number of samples.

The end time (red line), i.e., the beginning of drilling (green line) is determined using
the diagram of the dependence of the total power of the electric motor of the drill on time
(Figure 4), and their difference is the drilling time.
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Drilling depth is the difference between the vertical position of the drill bit measured
at the end, i.e., the beginning of drilling:

H = H2 − H1 (8)

where H is the drilling depth (m); H1 is the vertical position of the drill bit measured at the
beginning of drilling (m); H2 is the vertical position of the drill bit measured at the end of
drilling (m).

The result of the above stated facts is the equation for calculating the average energy
spent on drilling rocks caused by the action of the vertical component of the drilling force:

EDNav = FNav·H (9)

As in the case of the vertical component of the drilling force, the torque value also
oscillates during drilling, so it was necessary to calculate the average torque using the equation:

Mav =
∑N

i=1 Mi

N
(10)

where Mav is the average torque (Nm); Mi is the torque in the i-th moment (Nm) and N
number of samples.

The average number of rotations of the drilling bit was calculated by the following equation:

Nav =
∑N

i=1 Ni

N
(11)

where Nav is the average number of rotations of the drilling bit (s−1); Ni is the number of
rotations of the drilling bit in the i-th moment (s−1) and N number of samples.

The average energy used on rock drilling caused by torque can be calculated using
the expression:

EDRav = 2π·Nav·Mav·td (12)

As in the case of cutting, from the ratio of the mass of rock fragments formed by
drilling and the bulk density, it is possible to calculate the volume of rock fragments formed
by drilling:

VD =
md
ρ

=
md1 −md2

ρ
(13)
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where md is the mass of rock fragments formed by drilling (kg); md1 is the mass of the
sample in the dry state before drilling (kg); md2 is the mass of the sample in the dry state
after drilling (kg).

The specific drilling energy of one cutting element is the ratio of the specific drilling
energy and the total number of exposed diamond grains:

SED =
SED

Nd
(14)

where SED is the specific drilling energy of one cutting element (J/m3); Nd is the total
number of exposed diamond grains.

The energy used by the electric motor is represented by the area under the curve
shown on Figure 4. The purple line represents start time, while the green line represents
end of idling and start of drilling, and the red line represents end of drilling. The oscillation
of the force during drilling is related to the nature of the formation of rock fragments, the
basic feature of which is discontinuity [34].

The idle energy of the drill is calculated using Equation (15), provided that the idle
time of the drill is equal to the drilling time:

EDIav = PIav·tId = PIav·(td2 − td1) (15)

where EDIav is the average energy of the idle time of the drill (J); PIav is the average power
of the idle time of the drill (W); tId is the idle time of the drill (s).

It is assumed that the average power, that is, the average idle energy of the drill
remains constant during drilling. The total drilling energy was calculated by numerical
integration with a trapezoidal rule, and the difference between it and the average idle
energy of the drill is the average energy used on drilling:

EDav = EDt − EDIav (16)

where EDt is the total drilling energy (J).
The volume of rock fragments was calculated using Equation (13), while the specific

drilling energy was calculated on the computer using Equations (2) and (14) when it
referred to the specific drilling energy of one cutting element.

4.2. Calculation of Specific Cutting Energy and Specific Drilling Energy from the Results of
Field Measurements

The total cutting energy of the chain saw was calculated by numerical integration of
the total power over time. According to Equations (15) and (16), the average idle energy of
the chain saw, and the average energy used on cutting were calculated. Equation (17) was
used to calculate the geometric volume of the chain saw cut:

VC = Sc·W = d·Lc·W (17)

Where Sc is the cut surface (m2); W is the cut width (m); d is the cut depth (m); Lc is
the cut length (m).

The specific cutting energy of the chain saw was calculated according to Equation (1).
The effective depth of the cut of cutting elements mostly depends on the speed of the
cutting chain and the cart speed rate of the chain saw and the length of the cutting segment
and the angle between the arm and the cutting direction (Figure 5) [24], and is calculated
using the equation:

hw =
U
vt
·S· sin ϕ (18)

where hw is the effective cutting depth, (m), vt is the chain saw cutting chain speed (m/s);
U is the cart speed rate of the chain saw (m/s); S length of cutting segment (m); ϕ bar angle
or cutting angle (◦).
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Using Equation (19), the specific cutting energy of the chain saw was calculated at a
cutting depth of the cut segment of 100 µm.

The same case as in Equations (15) and (16), the average energy used on rock drilling
generated by the action of torque was calculated, while the average energy used on rock
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drilling generated by the action of the vertical component was calculated by Equation (9).
To calculate the drill thrust, the equation was used:

FN = ph·Sh = ph·r2
h·π (20)

where FN is the vertical component of the drilling force or thrust (N); ph is hydraulic oil
pressure (Pa); Sh is the surface area of the hydraulic piston in the thrust cylinder (m2); rh is
the radius of the cross section of the hydraulic piston (m).

Due to the oscillation of the vertical component of the drilling force, the mean value
was calculated using Equation (7). Equation (6) was used to calculate the average energy
used for drilling, and Equation (2) was used to calculate the specific drilling energy. The
geometric volume of the borehole was calculated according to the equation for calculating
the volume of the hollow roller:

VD =
(

r2
o − r2

i

)
·π·H (21)

where ro is the outer radius of the drill bit (m); ri is the inner radius of the drill bit (m).

5. Analysis of Calculation Results and Discussion

In order to reduce the influence of rock heterogeneity on the analysis of specific
energies, eight groups were formed according to the type of rock material from which
samples for laboratory testing were excluded. For each group, a statistical test (Dixon
test) was performed on the values of specific cutting and drilling energies to determine
the outliers [35]. This was followed by basic statistical data processing to determine
the arithmetic mean values of specific energies of individual groups, after which linear
regression models of the dependence of specific cutting energy on specific drilling energy
were calculated using the least squares method and the orthogonal distance regression
method. The latter method involves the error of both variables [36], which refers to the cases
described in this paper because both the abscissa and the ordinate contain the data obtained
by measurements. Using both methods, the equations of the line of the dependence of
the specific energy of rock cutting on the specific drilling energy were calculated, and the
deviations in the coefficients of slope of the line and sections on the ordinate, i.e., in the
coefficients of determination are minimal. For simplicity of calculation, explicit equations
of lines obtained by the least squares method were chosen, so Equation (22) shows the
linear dependence of specific rock cutting energy on specific drilling energy obtained
using a measuring system for measuring electrical power, and Equation (23) shows linear
dependence of specific rock cutting energy on specific drilling energies obtained by means
of a measuring system with a measuring transducer of force and torque.

SEC = 0.27· SED − 78.71 R2 = 0.71 (22)

SEC = 0.35· SED − 203.06 R2 = 0.56 (23)

Determination coefficients indicate a strong and moderate correlation.
The calculation of the measurement uncertainty was performed on the basis of data

from the calibrations and specifications of the manufacturers of measuring instruments
and equipment. In addition, it was assumed that the input quantities, on the basis of
which the standard measurement uncertainty of the input quantities estimate is calcu-
lated, are independent. The overall representation of the calculated specific energies with
the corresponding measurement uncertainties is visible in Table 4, while the graphical
representations are visible in Figures 7 and 8.
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Table 4. Presentation of measurement results of specific cutting and drilling energies (both measuring
systems) with corresponding measurement uncertainties.

Group
No.

Group

Specific
Cutting
Energy

Expanded
Measurement
Uncertainty

Specific
Drilling
Energy

Expanded
Measurement
Uncertainty

Specific
Drilling
Energy

Expanded
Measurement
Uncertainty

Electrical Power Measuring
System

Measuring System with Force and
Torque Transducer

(MJ/m3) (MJ/m3) (%) (MJ/m3) (MJ/m3) (%) (MJ/m3) (MJ/m3) (%)

1 Redi. Trogir 233.04 ±179.05 78.58 1919.37 ±24.87 1.32 1805.12 ±939.51 53.96
2 Rasotica.

Brač 283.15 ±188.48 64.59 1176.59 ±15.46 1.31 1194.67 ±728.20 61.03

3 Roof layer
A. Kanfanar 616.52 ±370.76 59.12 2285.05 ±28.78 1.26 2188.48 ±1263.21 57.7

4 Roof layer
B. Kanfanar 578.73 ±356.76 61.64 2339.06 ±28.12 1.2 1710.3 ±1204.61 71.01

5
Roof layer

E/F.
Kanfanar

299.9 ±262.08 92.56 1391.6 ±17.42 1.3 1411.14 ±683.92 48.94

6 Roof layer
G. Kanfanar 173.39 ±267.01 164.43 951.53 ±11.02 1.16 1178.39 ±374.51 32.53

7 Roof layer
H. Kanfanar 341.34 ±344.05 102.06 1461.67 ±17.60 1.2 1619.83 ±682.82 46.84

8 Roof layer I.
Kanfanar 488.26 ±368.61 74.71 1965.91 ±27.29 1.39 1803.06 ±1083.57 62.84

Average value 376.79 ±292.10 87.21 1686.35 ±21.32 1.27 1613.87 ±870.04 54.36
Minimum value 173.39 179.05 59.12 951.53 11.02 1.16 1178.39 374.51 32.53
Maximum value 616.52 370.76 164.43 2339.06 28.78 1.39 2188.48 1263.21 71.01

Standard deviation 164.16 79.26 34.64 514.66 6.76 0.08 341.92 305.26 11.76

Note: In all the calculation cases of the expanded measuring uncertainty k = 2. p = 95%; where: k = coverage
factor; p = level of confidence.
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(electrical power measuring system) by groups.
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Figure 8. Diagram of the dependence of the specific rock cutting energy on the specific drilling energy
(measuring system with force and torque transducer) by groups.

From Table 4, but also in Figures 7 and 8, it can be seen that the measurement un-
certainty associated with the results of measuring the specific drilling energy obtained
using the power measuring system is significantly less than the measurement uncertainties
associated with the results of measuring specific cutting or drilling energy obtained with
the measuring system with force transducer or measuring system with force and torque
measuring transducer. This indicates the quality of the measuring system. The increase
in the measurement uncertainty associated with the measurement results of the specific
cutting energy is also influenced by the small mass of rock fragments formed by cutting.

A very good correlation between the field measurement of specific energies and the
laboratory one can be seen in Figure 9.
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The used measuring systems have advantages and disadvantages. Their comparison
is based on the specific indicators presented in the Table 5.

Table 5. Comparison of measuring systems.

Indicator Electrical Power Measuring System Measuring System with Force Transducer/Measuring
System with Force and Torque Transducer

Sensitivity at shallow cutting depths low high
Applicability laboratory/field 1 laboratory
Complexity low high
Reliability high low

Measuring uncertainty low high

Note: 1 including a possible combination of current or voltage transformers and pressure sensors.

Comparing the indicators from the Table 5, it was concluded that the system for
measuring power has several advantages over the measuring system with a measuring
force transducer. i.e., a measuring system with a force and torque transducer. Namely, the
measuring system for measuring power is applicable in the laboratory and in the field and
is much easier to apply. i.e., it is less complex (smaller number of components in the system
which reduces installation and de-installation time) compared to other measuring systems.
The measurement uncertainty associated with the measured data obtained by the measuring
system for measuring power is significantly lower compared to the measuring system with
the force transducer. In other words. a power measurement system provides more reliable
measurement quantities. The disadvantages of the power measuring system are the low
sensitivity at small cutting depths and the need to convert electricity into mechanical energy
using the mechanical efficiency of the electric motor η. In addition, when measuring the
power of the electric drive motor, losses (e.g., motion transmission losses) are measured
which are difficult to determine and consequently correct the measurement result.

6. Conclusions

After extensive laboratory and field measurements and the analysis of the measured
data the following was concluded:

• There is a strong and moderate linear dependence of specific rock cutting energy on
specific drilling energy, depending on whether a power measurement system or a
force and torque transducer measurement system was used to measure drilling energy.
This confirms the hypothesis about the existence of a significant linear dependence
of specific rock cutting energy on specific drilling energy for machines or devices
with the same or similar rock breakage mechanics and different operating and design
characteristics.

• Cutting and drilling SE are linearly related since both depend on similar parameters,
with the main parameter affecting both energies being rock strength. The difference
between the two energies results from the geometrical parameters of the cutting and
drilling tools and the efficiency of the different machines.

• The analysis of the measurement uncertainty of the laboratory test results has shown
that the power measurement system provides more reliable values compared to the
data obtained with the force or torque transducer measurement system. This is evident
from Figures 7 and 8, which show the expanded combined standard uncertainty for
each type of measurement (in the x and y axes). Both figures show a certain correlation
of the measured quantities. In Figure 7, the coefficient of determination is higher
than in Figure 8, which is attributed to the smaller experimental error in the electrical
power measuring system setup. Future work should focus on reducing the uncertainty
components of the measurement setup.

• The results of laboratory tests and field measurements of specific energies performed
on the same group of rocks (Redi) correlate very well, confirming the possibility of
using the method for determining specific energy in cutting and drilling rocks in the
laboratory and in the field. This indicates that a linear rock cutter and a laboratory
drill can be used to simulate the operation of a chain saw and a hydraulic rotary drill.
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In addition, all measured values of specific cutting and drilling energy can be easily
converted from MJ to kwh, allowing easy estimation of energy costs.
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